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Introduction: The Dorsa Argentea Formation (DAF) has
been the focus of considerable attention in the past few years.
The combined efforts of several authors strongly suggest that
the units of the DAF, distributed predominantly within two
lobes (centered about 0W and 70W), represent the deposits of
an expansive, Hesperian-aged circumpolar ice sheet.

Extensive networks of esker-like ridges mapped by Head
and Pratt [1] provide evidence for basal drainage of meltwater
within the DAF on both the E and W flanks of the 70W-lobe.
Ghatan and Head [2] interpreted a series of massifs located
within the 0W-lobe as subglacial volcanoes that erupted into
the Hesperian ice sheet, possibly resulting in local meltback.
Four channels described by [1] emerge from within the 0W-
lobe and extend NW beyond the margins of the DAF, termi-
nating in the Argyre basin. These channels are interpreted as
evidence for lateral drainage of significant volumes of meltwa-
ter. A study by Milkovich et al. [3] provides evidence for ex-
tensive lateral migration of meltwater just east of the 0W-lobe.
Cavi Angusti, a series of irregularly shaped, steep sided ba-
sins, carved into the 70W-lobe, are interpreted by Ghatan et
al. [4,5] as most likely originating from melting of the ice-rich
DAF via a combination of intrusive and extrusive magmatic
heat.  Extrusive magma/ice interaction is evidenced by the
presence of centrally located edifices within many basins,
which are similar in morphology and morphometry to Ice-
landic subglacial volcanoes. Work by Dickson and Head [6]
suggests a significant similarity between a series of pits and
grooves located at the northern margin of Cavi Angusti on the
70W-lobe, and terrestrial kettle holes and sapping channels,
often found at the margins of retreating ice sheets.  Together,
these individual investigations argue strongly for the ice sheet
hypothesis. Tanaka and Kolb [7] have also recently mapped
the south polar region, although they suggest alternative, non-
glacial origins for many of the features observed in the area.

In earlier work [8] we subdivided those portions of the
DAF centered about 0W into four regions. Region 4 of [8] was
characterized by the occurrence of the basins of Cavi Sisyphi.
Mariner images provided our first views of these basins,
whose origin was attributed to eolian deflation [9-11]. Later
work with Viking data allowed for more detailed examination
of the entire south polar region, leading Howard  [12] and
Clifford [13] to propose basal melting of ground ice as an
alternative origin. These basins are generally located within
two areas: Cavi Angusti, centered at (70W, 81S) and covering
an area approximately 550 km x 600 km, and Cavi Sisyphi,
centered at (9W, 74S) and covering an area about 520 km x
560 km.  Ghatan et al. [4,5] have carried out a series of inves-
tigations into the origin of the basins of Cavi Angusti utilizing
both MOC and MOLA data.  Here we present in more detail
results from our study of the area in and around Cavi Sisyphi.

Description of features and map units: We have mapped
the Cavi Sisyphi area using the MOLA 256 pixel/deg gridded
data (Figure 1). The Cavi Sisyphi basins (cs – mapped as
aqua) are broadly similar to those of Cavi Angusti, covering
similar surface areas and having relatively steep slopes along
the walls (~11 deg). However the Sisyphi basins are signifi -
cantly shallower than the Angusti basins (~500 vs. 1000 m),
and with a single exception, lack centrally located edifices.

Close to, and often adjacent to the basins are a number of
edifices that are here mapped as volcanoes. Ghatan and Head

[2] interpreted two of these edifices as subglacial volcanoes,
which erupted into the Hesperian ice sheet. Most of the other
edifices are similar in shape and size to the two subglacial
volcanoes [2]. The largest volcano in the area, located slightly
west of the center of the map area, has a markedly different
morphology and morphometry from the subglacial volcanoes
of [2]. This edifice, initially mapped by [14] has shallow
slopes and grooved flanks with clear lineations extending
away from a central summit crater. It is located on a broad rise
of rough and blocky terrain, likely originally of Noachian-age,
but which appears to have been modified by the Hesperian ice
sheet.  It is here mapped as Hdr, a rough subunit of the DAF.

We have mapped two other subunits of the DAF. Hds is a
broad, smooth deposit that sits topographically below Hdr. It
contains most of the basins, and is predominantly located in
the NE of the map area.  Hdl is characterized by the presence
of a vast network of sinuous ridges, which have been inter-
preted by [1] as eskers. Hdl displays the lowest elevation of
the three subunits of the DAF, and appears to lie stratigraphi-
cally directly below Hds. The DAF subunits of Tanaka and
Kolb [7] roughly correspond to ours, although there are sig-
nificant variations, especially in regards to unit margins.

In addition to the esker-like ridges located within Hdl, four
sinuous ridges are located in the southeastern lobe of Hds and
two in the southeastern outcrop of Hdr. A few sinuous ridges
are located on the floors of some of the Cavi Sisyphi basins.
These ridges do not follow regional slopes within the basins,
but rather are draped over the underlying topography, and in
places disappear underneath the walls of the basins. In one
location, a ridge disappears underneath the basin wall and
reemerges on the other side (see white arrow).  Two of these
ridges were identified by [7], who did not consider them to be
eskers; an alternative origin was not suggested.

Using the criteria developed by Head and Hallet [15,16]
we consider the ridges within the basins to be good candidates
for eskers for the following reasons: 1) sinuous nature, 2)
draped over underlying topography, 3) located near other
ridges that have been interpreted as eskers, and 4) consistent
with the overall scenario of a Hesperian circumpolar ice sheet
that experienced widespread melting, basal drainage, and re-
treat. The presence of these ridges along the floors of the ba-
sins suggests that 1) a vast network of esker-like ridges are
distributed along the base of the entire DAF, and 2) the basins
penetrate down to the base of the deposit.

Extending away from the western margin of the DAF in
this area is a sinuous channel (cd in Figure 1) identified by
[14]. This is one of the four channels described by [1] that
terminate in the Argyre Basin, interpreted as evidence for
lateral transport of significant volumes of water originating
from the DAF. The basins of Cavi Sisyphi appear to be
aligned NE-SW, and then to curve into an E-W trend leading
toward this channel. The curve of the alignment coincides with
the northern boundaries of the high-standing rough topography
of Hdr.  Along the southern boundaries of this Hdr outcrop, a
topographic trough appears to curve around from E-W and to
extend into a cluster of basins, which are aligned and con-
nected with the marginal channel.

Discussion and Interpretation:  The abundance of esker-
like features in the area mapped as Hdl suggests that basal
drainage of significant volumes of meltwater occurred within
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the area.  The basins of Cavi Sisyphi appear to penetrate to the
base of Hds, exposing esker-like ridges along their floors.
These ridges suggest that basal drainage was widespread,
likely occurring throughout the entire DAF.

What was the source of the melting?  Just east of the map
area are several volcanoes interpreted by [2] to have erupted
into the Hesperian ice sheet.  Such a scenario would have pro-
duced significant volumes of meltwater that could have
drained westward through the area of Cavi Sisyphi.  Addition-
ally, the volcanoes within the map area may have locally pro-
duced meltwater that could have drained downwards into the
deposit and outwards along the base.

 Unlike Cavi Angusti, the Cavi Sisyphi basins do not show
compelling evidence for having formed directly from specific
subglacial melting sources (e.g. individual volcanoes). How-
ever, the presence of sinuous ridges within the basins, as well
as the alignment of the basins and their continuity with the
marginal channel suggests meltwater likely drained beneath

the basins. A possible origin for the basins may therefore be
surface subsidence and collapse of the deposit due to basal
drainage, as seen in analogous environments in Iceland [17].

These new results extend the region of melting beneath the
Dorsa Argentea Formation to about 1.5 x 106 km2, supporting
the conclusion that a major phase of circumpolar heating and
melting occurred at this time in the history of Mars.
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Figure 1: Geologic map of Cavi Sisyphi area. Unit definitions are: Apl-Amazonian polar layered terrain; Hdl-Hesperian DAF lineated unit; Hdr-
DAF rough unit; Hds-DAF smooth unit; Ns-Noachian smooth unit; Nh-Noachian hummocky unit; cs-Cavi Sisyphi basins; ci-crater interior; cr-
crater rim, yellow if superposed, brown if buried; v-volcano or possible volcano. Black lines indicate sinuous ridges interpreted to be eskers.
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